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In MFL we aim to foster a learning 
environment supporting students to 
become global citizens. 

Our use of cultural resources helps 
to bring the language to life in 
the classroom, creating cultural 
experiences for all. 

Outside of language lessons there are 
opportunities for studnets to develop 
Įơ˃ĮȉĮǔřơřǜǜ˃ĮơŒ˃ƖƭȈř˃ƭű˃ŒžȿřǔřơǨ˃
cultures. 

In literacy we look at a range of 
cultural topics such as; Day of 
the Dead, Tour de France and 
:ǰƖƖɄŲŹǨžơŲʎ˃

We celebrate European Languages 
BĮȏʉ˃ƭȿřǔžơŲ˃ŒžȿřǔřơǨ˃ƭǑǑƭǔǨǰơžǨžřǜ˃
for students to take part in activities 
such as quizzes, karaoke and food 
tasting. 

In addition, we have a cultural club 
after school providing students 
weekly sessions in culture from 
around the world.

We run a series of Careers in the 
Curriculum Week week in February. 

During MFL lessons, we investigate 
languages around the world 
and the importance of language 
learning in the global jobs market. 

Careers lessons raise students’ 
awareness and understanding of 
where languages can take you.

Our rewards system can be broadly 
split into four categories: classroom 
level, subject level, school level 
and privilege rewards. We’ll focus 
on classroom and subject rewards 
here - for more information about 
our rewards schemes, please see 
our website.

CLASSROOM LEVEL REWARDS
Awarded for: working hard, taking 
risks and rising to a challenge, 
making mistakes and learning from 
them, helping others, and taking 
pride in the school community.
Rewarded by: praise postcards, 
positive phone calls to parents/
carers, positive text messages 
home, and lesson based prizes.

SUBJECT LEVEL REWARDS
Reward scheme: star of the week, 
curriculum awards (Subject/
School Way, participation, working 
with pride, embracing the whole 
ŋǰǔǔžŋǰƖǰƟʡʉ˃ŹžŲŹ˃Ʌȏřǔʉ˃řȎǨǔĮ˃ƟžƖřʉ˃
most improved.
Rewarded by: names displayed on 
ǔřȉĮǔŒ˃ŊƭĮǔŒǜʉ˃ŋřǔǨžɄŋĮǨřǜʉ˃ǜƭŋžĮƖ˃
media posts.

Kerrie Dodds 
WPT MFL Subject Director
kdodds@rawmarsh.org

Sarah Copping 
Wickersley Subject Coordinator
scopping@wickersley.net
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Broadening 
Horizons

Careers

Immerse 
Yourself

All of the topics we cover in MFL 
have sentence builders which 
contains all the vocabulary 
students need to succeed in their 
language lessons. 

The sentence builder shows 
students how to link words 
into sentences with the added 
support of English translations. 

Praise and 
Reward

Contact

La Chandeleur
On 2nd February each year, French 
people celebrate La Chandeleur. In 
English this is known as Candlemass.
This falls 40 days after Christmas 
and signifies the day that Jesus was 
presented at the temple.

YEAR 7

These resources, along with 
the language gym online are 
essential tools that student can 
use to supplement their language 
learning and aid revision.




